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EnPot Ltd – Company History
-

Formed in 2018 to commercialise the Shell Heat Exchanger tech developed by the Light Metals
Research Centre, at the University of Auckland, New Zealand

-

-

-
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Majority owned by Yunca NZ Ltd
-

History of engineering work in Aluminium smelters

-

Locally owned and family operated in Invercargill, New Zealand

Other Shareholders:
-

Invest South Ltd – community-owned Southland investment company

-

Auckland Uniservices Ltd – commercialisation arm of Auckland University

Advisory Board includes ex-smelter CEO, energy market trader and analyst, political advisors,
commercialisation experts.

Shell Heat Exchanger Development History
Early Development, pre-GFC

Post-GFC

• 2003 – 2007
Initial thesis by Dr. Robert Wallace –
tested at Boyne, Australia

• 2008 – 2012
Internal LMRC development

• 2007 – 2008
Internal LMRC development
• 2008 – 2009
1 pot trial installation – Alumar, Brazil
• 2009 – 2011
4 pot trial installation – Deschambault, Canada

• 2012 – 2013
1 pot trial installation – Essen, Germany
• 2014 – 2018
12 pot trial installation – Essen, Germany
• 2016
Testing on 1 pot – Ardal, Norway
• 2017 – 2019
2 pot testing – NZAS, New Zealand
• 2018
Beginning of potline installation – Essen, Germany
• 2019
Full potline in operation – Essen, Germany
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Key Publications – Technical Development

Lavoie P., Namboothiri S., Dorreen M., Chen J.J.J., Zeigler D.P., Taylor M.P. (2011) Increasing the Power Modulation Window of
Aluminium Smelter Pots with Shell Heat Exchanger Technology. In: Lindsay S.J. (eds) Light Metals 2011. Springer, Cham.
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-48160-9_66
Depree N., Düssel R., Patel P., Reek T. (2016) The ‘Virtual Battery’ — Operating an Aluminium Smelter with Flexible Energy Input.
In: Williams E. (eds) Light Metals 2016. Springer, Cham. https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-48251-4_96
Düssel R., Mulder A., Bugnion L. (2019) Transformation of a Potline from Conventional to a Full Flexible Production Unit. In:
Chesonis C. (eds) Light Metals 2019. The Minerals, Metals & Materials Series. Springer, Cham. https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-03005864-7_68
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How EnPot Works
Without EnPot
Smelters are large energy consumers, with almost
no ability to vary their consumption around a fixed
amount. Approximately half of the energy
consumed in an aluminium reduction cell is used
to make metal, while the remaining half must be
lost as waste heat to preserve the delicate energy
balance of the cell.
• Heat loss from the top of the pot is by way of
fume gas extraction to the Gas Treatment Centre.
Heat loss from the sides and bottom is by natural
convection to the pot surrounds.
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How EnPot Works
With EnPot
Smelters can vary their energy
consumption both up and down for an
indefinite period of time (and as a
consequence the rate of aluminium
production will vary correspondingly),
while at all times maintaining the delicate
heat balance required for stable, efficient
pot operation.
• The system is designed for maximum
sidewall coverage, therefore the number
and size of heat exchangers is smelter
specific.
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How EnPot Works

EnPot equipped reduction cell.
• Suction fan draws ambient air from the potroom
basement through the shell heat exchanger.
• The heated air is extracted from the shell heat
exchanger exit, through the ducting network and expelled
to atmosphere as low grade waste heat.

Notes
• the EnPot system does not use this waste heat,
therefore it remains available to the smelter for other
purposes.
• No liquid heat transfer medium is used – much less
complex to install and operate safely
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How EnPot Works
• The internal design of the EnPot heat exchangers
create enhanced turbulent heat transfer, for maximum
cooling effect.
• The exchangers also incorporate an insulating layer
so when air flow is reduced below the neutral point
they act as insulators, decreasing heat loss from the
cell.
• Hence, the EnPot system can act in either cooling
mode or insulating mode with the turn of a dial.
• In the case of a power outage, the EnPot system can
be used at maximum insulation mode to significantly
extend the viable recovery time of the potline.

Patented design unique to EnPot
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Installation Photos

ENPOT SHELL HEAT EXCHANGERS
MOUNTED ONTO THE POTSHELL
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SHELL HEAT EXCHANGERS
CONNECTED TO INTERMEDIATE
MANIFOLDS

MANIFOLD CONNECTION TO MAIN
DUCT

ENPOT SHELL HEAT EXCHANGERS
EXTRACTION FAN AND EXHAUST
ONTO THE POTSHELL

How EnPot Works
• A smelter without EnPot requires fixed energy input to maintain
constant heat balance. (see Energy Modulation of Aluminium
Smelters). Even small variations in energy input will upset the heat
balance and either require compensatory actions or cause harm to
the process.

• The EnPot system requires a small nominal flow of air to maintain
the heat balance at the pre-EnPot level., the EnPot system can act in
either cooling mode or insulating mode with the turn of a dial.
• In the case of a power outage, the EnPot system can be used at
maximum insulation mode to significantly extend the viable recovery
time of the potline.
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How EnPot Works
• An increase in amperage = an increase in production
= an increased cooling requirement = increased air flow
to maintain heat balance and extract the additional
excess heat.

• A decrease in amperage = decrease in production =
decreased cooling requirement = decreased air flow
• to insulate the pot and maintain heat balance to
prevent cooling or catastrophic freeze of the contents.
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Variable Energy Grids
As power systems become more renewable they
have more variation
• Variable renewable energy (VRE) like wind and
solar is already the cheapest generation but it
varies daily
• Hydro energy can have ‘dry year’ problems
• Firming the variable energy becomes the
main cost and technical difficulty
• Smelters are usually the largest single users on
a local power grid – varying the power usage
here is the most effective
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Source: California Independent
System Operator

Cost of Firming VRE – Australia Example

EnPot is utilising an
existing asset rather
than building a new
battery or hydro system
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Smelter Power Modulation Without EnPot
Energy modulation without EnPot is very limited
• Aluminium smelters require large, fixed energy
supplies to maintain a constant heat balance
• Every period of lower consumption requires a
compensatory period of recharge to restore the
heat balance
• This increases overall production costs and
cannot be done for a long period of time, or
frequently
• Smelters can be required to shut potlines down
in emergency power situations to prevent
blackouts, but this is expensive, and generally
requires compensation payment
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Smelter Power Modulation With EnPot
Energy modulation with EnPot is significantly
more effective
• Modulate energy consumption by -20% on
demand for as short or long a period as required
• With a 1-month lead-in time, extend modulation
to -30% to help solve a hydro dry year problem
• The technology maintains the heat balance as
energy consumption is varied
• The smelter can dial up and down depending on
energy availability, without the need for costly
recovery periods
• Increase amperage when there is surplus cheap
power to make up for lost production
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Upwards and Downwards Modulation
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Upwards and Downwards Modulation
Options enabled by EnPot installation
+/- 20% power consumption at any time (no lead time) for any duration (days-weeks-months)
+/- 30% power consumption with 1 month lead time to allow cover changes to maintain heat
balance (approx. 1 anode cycle)
-100% full shutdown for 2-4hrs with easy recovery. Or easier recovery from unexpected power
failures
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Global CO2 Emissions – Pathway to Zero Carbon

https://www.tms.org/tms2021/downloads/slides/6APathwaytoZeroCarbon-Dorreen.pdf
Matthews, Geoff; Dorreen, Mark; Depree, Nick; Wong,
David. Aluminium International Today;
Redhill Vol. 33, Iss. 6, (Nov/Dec 2020): 7-8,10,13-15.
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Global CO2 Emissions – Pathway to Zero Carbon
•

Reaching 2.83 billion tonnes per annum by
2050

•

Contributes 52.7 billion tonnes of CO2 into
the atmosphere from 2020 – 2050

•

By 2050 Al smelting will be the consumer
responsible for 100% of the CO2 from fossil
fuel power generation globally

•

This is equivalent to over 90% of the CO2
emissions from all of the passenger vehicles
in the world today

•

Will make the decarbonization-effect from
light-weighting an urban myth.
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Global CO2 Emissions – Pathway to Zero Carbon
There are only five possible options to
significantly reduce carbon emissions by 2050
(only four while maintaining growth):
A.

Continued process efficiency
improvements
The adoption of inert (non-consumable)
anodes
The transition to 100% renewable power
The use of carbon capture, utilisation
and storage (CCUS) for direct process
emissions
Decrease production to hydro powered
only.

B.
C.
D.

E.
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Global CO2 Emissions – Pathway to Zero Carbon

Eliminate direct
process emissions

+/-20% Modulation
Using EnPot

60% Energy
to be firmed
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Further Considerations
• Energy market analysis
• Energy trading vs metal production
• Earning payments for security of grid supply / emergency response
• Negotiations with energy suppliers, governments etc
• Install cost
• Payback period
• Install process and practicalities – customised per smelter
• Plant operating condition changes and process management
• Data display and decision making
• Process optimisation (energy efficiency improvement)
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Key EnPot Benefits
Process
• Increase in heat balance stability and controllability
• Ability to reduce energy consumption via ACD optimisation
• Ability to manage temperature of all pots in plant e.g. prevent tap outs by increased local
shell cooling, locate issues such as anode spikes faster
Energy
• Act as a virtual battery on the power grid
• Receive new income from energy modulation and grid services
• Enable significant decarbonisation of aluminium industry immediately and at low cost
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